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What's up for October 16 and 17

Article

We will have guest artist Denver based bonsai artist Todd Schlafer demoing on a club Juniper as part of our regular meeting at 2:00PM on Sunday. Important Note: the Saturday and Sunday sessions with Todd will
take place in the AEP Education Pavilion on the FPC campus, The Pavilion is south east of the main building in the center of the Community Garden Campus and has readily available parking. We have been in the
space before, parking is along the access road by the community garden
spaces. Google “Franklin Park Community Gardens” and it should be the
first map hit.
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Todd will be leading a yamadori/ evergreen workshop on Saturday afternoon as well. This is a BYOT event and as Todd seems to specialize in
yamadori, it should be an exceptional workshop. If you don't have wild or
urban yamadori, bring along any challenging trees that you do have.
Todd requests that you bring a primary tree and a second tree if you get
to a point on the primary that you need to stop for the health of the tree.
So – two good trees that need work. The cost for this workshop is $60
and can be paid to ColumbusBonsai@gmail.com via PayPal, or by check
or cash if you want to risk it being full. Let us know that you are doing
that and we can tell you ahead of time if there is still room. See Jack’s
president message for a last minute update on new payment options.
Also, the Club has a stock of pots that must go. Nothing held back, all
stock must be moved. Wide variety of sizes, quality and price points.
From Sara Raynor to production grade grow pots, there's something for
everyone!

Club Officers

News From the President

Jack Smith President

Happy October!
Hope everyone is enjoying the mild weather we’re experiencing this
Fall, it’s supposed to last through the end of the year, we’ll see.

jsmith4753@aol.com
Mark Passerrello 1st Vice
President
mpasserrello@rocketmail.com
Rob Hoffman 2nd Vice
President
rhoffman2382@gmail.com
Amy Mourot Secretary

amourot@aol.com
Wendy Mizanin Treasurer
wendymiz1@att.net
Ryan Huston 1st Year Director
ry2tree2@gmail.com
Jazz Turner 2nd yr. Director
jaziet29@gmail.com
Ken Schoenfeld 3rd yr.

Director, Tree Curator
slschoenfeld7@yahoo.com
Zack Clayton Newsletter Editor
zclayton@yahoo.com
Daniel White Web Master
cable2001@gmail.com

I hope you were able to attend our Annual Show at Franklin Park Conservatory, we saw many of you there and we’re assisted by many as
well! The Annual Show is a massive undertaking and would not be possible without the generous help of many! Those who assisted, THANKS,
you made it all happen! We have set the date for next year’s show as
July 15, 16 and 17, please mark your calendar as this will be our 50th
show, a real milestone!
Our guest artist this month is Todd Schlafer a widely respected and very
talented bonsai artist from Colorado. There will be a BYOT workshop at
Franklin Park Conservatory on Saturday at 10:00-4:00, the cost is $60,
very few seats are remaining, so if you plan on attending, now is the
time to confirm your seat!
And while we’re talking about workshops, to make things more convenient CBS is adding Square to our financial tools, we will now be able to
accept Credit Cards for your convenience!
Since it’s October, we’re only a short time away from our November
Elections. This year, there are a number of openings available. We
need a Treasurer, Hospitality Host(Thanks Ken and Sandy for being our
Hosts for over 5 years, great job!)and Librarian, and always are looking
for other volunteers to assist running our Society. These positions are
what make everything happen, so please consider helping out, we need
your assistance.
Well that’s all I have for this time, but make sure you attend this month’s
meeting on Sunday the 17th as Todd Schlafer will be doing a styling
Demo, sure to be very interesting and don’t forget Saturday’s BYOT
Workshop on the 16th, very limited seating is still available, don’t miss
out on either of these great events!

Ron Beach Librarian

Jack

ronb2093@gmail.com

Also, we have a new webmaster who sent us this message late last
week.
The Square link is ready to go:
https://checkout.square.site/merchant/ML6JW712AJSGQ/checkout/
OA72ZJ5YTXJIFXUAXIUZOQHN

Columbus Bonsai Club email
columbusbonsai@gmail.com

You can use this link for anyone who doesn't want to use PayPal. It will
let them pay with a credit card, Google Pay, Square, or Cash App. And
it costs less than the PayPal app per transaction.
A Big thak you to Dan White for grabbing our ideas and running with
them. The board members working with Dan are Mark Passerrello,
Ryan Huston, Jaz Turner, Rob Hoffman, and Zack Clayton
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Random Thotz
I have started consolidating my tropicals in one place for when the temperature forecast goes
low overnight. That way they are easy to gather and bring in. I am also doing last minute
pruning of unwanted branches so they don't sap tree strength when the winter growth flush
starts. In the rush to protect them a central location makes it less likely to forget the ones
tucked away on an outlying bench. I find my ficus and other tropicals do ok in my yard down
to about 40. I have trees that provide a little leeway from the regular forecast. YMMV. As always do what works for you in your yard. It's like the soil debate.
I have two pines picked out for the Todd Schlafer workshop on the 16 th. They are smaller
than my normal workshop material and not yamadori. Both happen to be white pine. My urban yamadori boxwoods are all two to four hand size and with the space taken up in my van
by the pottery, I don't have room for them.

Articles
Tree of the Month: Ulmus – AKA Elms

by Ken Schultz

I realized that I have a dozen or more elm bonsai; more if you count each tree in a forest;
seven different cultivars or species. Elms can be wonderful bonsai if you lean how to cope
with their individual needs. Most are hardy to Zone 5 (-20F), however, others are not. A few
are prone to Dutch Elm Disease, as I learned. In nature they grow rapidly and get quite large
making it a valuable lumber tree. It is resistant to splitting. Their bark is also known for its medicinal uses. Elms frequently appear on lists of the ten most popular bonsai for beginners.

American Elm
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Chinese Elm

The trick is knowing which Elms in your collection are hardy, and which are not. This is harder than you can imagine. The most common bonsai elm is the Chinese Elm, Ulmus pavriflora.
Some are from Taiwan or southern China; they are not hardy to a harsh winter, especially in
small bonsai pots where their roots can freeze. Even properly protected, small branches and

twigs may be killed when frozen. I have some that I bring in and others that stay outside with
protection.
Description: In nature Elms make stately trees. Many American cities have at least one
street named Elm. Before the Dutch Elm disease it was a popular tree lawn tree due to its
vase shape and quick growth habit. Both American Elms and European Elms are vulnerable
to Dutch Elm disease; Asian Elms are more resistant, but are not immune. Interestingly, bonsai trees are less prone to this than trees that are grown to their full size. Elms leaves are
lance shaped with a serrated edge. Their size varies greatly, depending on their variety. Hokkaido has the smallest leaves, but they are disease prone and brittle. American Elm is one of
the largest, with leaves up to 5” long. However, Elm leaves reduce nicely in bonsai culture.
When we get to pruning, I will discuss how pruning reduces their size. They are a deciduous
tree in nature.

Cork Bark Elm

Smooth Bark Elm

Wing Bark Elm

Elm trunks also vary. There is a whole subset known as Smooth Barked. They usually have
a grey bark. Others are quite craggy. A variety of Chinese Elm is known as Corkbark Elm,
another is Cedar Elm, which has craggy bark. Winged elm has fins emerging from their bark
ad Lace Barked Elms have exfoliating bark which exposes a cinnamon color.
Varieties I found listed for bonsai use were: Hakkaido, Yatsabusa (dwarf), Corkbark/AKA
Rock Elm, Lace Bark, Seju, Hellier, Catlin, Zelkova, Winged (Ulus alata Larger sized bonsai),
English Elm, “Frosty”, a variegated variety of Chinese Elm, Cedar Elm, Korean Elm, Cherry
Bark Elm, and Simper Virens. Many of these are cultivars of Chinese Elm, or Ulmus pavriflora. Cedar Elms are found in Texas and Florida (Ulums cassifolia) larger leaves, craggy bark.
Styles: The Bonsai Identifier by Gordon Owen shows the styles you can develop from Elms.
Of the styles the book uses, only literati was omitted. Their size ranges from Mame’ to Emporer size trees. While Cascade is difficult, since they are rapid growing, cascade style can
be achieved, if you have the patience and time. The roots on some cultivars push up a lot of
suckers such as Catlin, making them a natural for groves. The pot full I bought ended up being divided into 3. Now only one is a single trunk tree. The other two are small groves. Informal upright is the most popular. A lot of Chinese Elms offered are Penjing, Chinese style with
gently curved trunks that were developed by tying very young trees to bamboo stakes.
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Location: During the summer your elms can take full sunlight. If you notice leaf burns along
their edge, your pot size may dictate that they be placed in a semi-shady location, protected
from the full afternoon sun. Any pot exposed to full sun can heat to over 120 degrees, cooking Elm’s fleshy roots. Also trees stop growing and become dormant when temperatures become to hot. I personal prefer to place my elms where they are protected from direct afternoon sun.

Caitlim Elm

Some smaller leaved elms 3/8” tp 3/4” shown

In winter follow the same regime you would for Japanese maples. Some however, are not
winter hardy. These can be left outdoors until they drop their leaves (usually about 40 degrees or after a frost), then moved to a location where they will be kept above freezing, usually an unheated garage or porch. Lacking these, you can put them in a location with some
heat, but they should get about 6-8 weeks of dormancy. I have with some success kept a few
Chines Elms in our basement garage. They usually leaf out. It they don’t get enough light,
these leaves will end up being larger and with longer internode space, than if given more
light. The same is true for any trees you bring indoors. If you bring them indoors, use a humidity tray.
Watering: Keep the soil moist, but don’t over water. This will result in root rot and other fungal problems. As your trees go dormant, their need for water drops quickly. But don’t let them
dry totally. You might water only once a week or every other week, if you have a dry period
during the winter. In the summer if you have several days without rain, the leaves will benefit
from misting in addition to just watering the soil. However if there are long wet periods where
your Elm’s leaves are constantly wet, they may develop a fungal disease, like Black Spot.
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Fertilization: Begin feeding when you see bud break, continue until mid autumn. No need to
feed, while your elms are dormant. I use a variety of feeding methods, “Tomato food” (20-2020), fish emulsion, poo balls and Osmacote. Feed every two weeks. You should see good
constant growth. If your leaves are yellowish, they made need a shot of iron. Also, it was recommended that once or twice a year; sprinkle the surface of the pot with a spoonful of Dolomitic Lime. Infact all trees, except those that abhor lime benefit from this. Mediterranean species need lime, such as Olives or Rosemary. [Editor: Dolomitic Lime has Magnesium as part
of the chemistry.]

Pruning and Wiring: Since elms are rapid growers, you may need to trim back new growth
three times during the growing season. Its recommended that the last pruning be done midAugust, to prevent new growth late in the season. Failure to prune will result in larger leaves
and less ramification. Interior leaves and smaller branches will be shaded and die. Let the
new growth extend at least 3”-4”, then prune back to maintain your tree’s silhouette, usually 1
or 2 leaves. Let the new growth get longer if you want a thicker branch. Slightly shorter will
allow new growth to give your tree a fresh spring look all year. Very new growth can be
pinched, use very sharp scissors to prevent from mashing the branches, as their wood is quite
soft. If you need a branch, you can let one grow very long, bend it back to where the branch is
needed before leafing out and tread it through a hole drilled through the trunk.
Newly purchased elms may have many blunt cuts where the tree was sheared like a hedge.
Because growers push them to market as rapidly as possible, it’s a very common complaint.
They don’t have the time to prune each tree to make it look perfect. These can be eliminated
or hidden over the course of a few years. Your frequent pinching of pruning should do the
trick.
When trimming a mature specimen, keep in mind that the natural shape of an elm is that the
branches grow upward, so no need to try for a pine tree look. The foliage pads should each
have a mounded look, not flat. IF you wire, rather than use clip and grow, keep a close eye on
your wire. Elms are rapid growers. I’ve ended up with wire scars more than once. This is unsightly on the smooth barked varieties and can take years to disappear, if ever. Wiring can be
done either after pruning or during periods when the elm has dropped it leaves making it easier to see. I use aluminum.
Major branch removal should be done in the early spring and no later than mid- June. This will
give the wound a chance to heal-over more quickly. Use Cut paste on any wound lager than a
pencil in diameter. Smooth barked trees will show their scars, so they need to be hidden, if at
all possible. Also leaving branches on that you know should be removed, need to be removed
sooner than later.
Repotting: Use a well draining soil mix. They don’t seem to be too particular. They only need
to be repotted every 3-4 years, once mature. Younger pre-bonsai may need to be repotted
every year or two. Keep an eye on how rapidly the pot drains when watering. Slow draining
pots are either pot-bound or the soil has broken down or been plugged with fertilizer remnants. Due to elm’s tendency to rot root, don’t put it off. Repot in the early spring, about the
time you notice movement in their buds. Roots are fairly tolerant to pruning.
Pot selection – shape is based on the style of your tree. The pot’s size is also dictated by tree
size; however, very shallow pots are not recommended for elms. Glazed pots are normally
used. Colors can range; blues, off white and greens should all work.
Defoliation: Many of the varieties of Elm used for bonsai have very small leaves, so there is
no reason to defoliate. However there are a few verities having larger leaves (Zelkova). They
can be defoliated around Father’s Day. Defoliation should only be done to a healthy tree. It is
not recommended to defoliate more than once a year; also not to defoliate every year.
Propagation: Cuttings, Air-layers, root – cuttings and even seeds can be grown. Here in Tennessee, I have found elm seedlings in many flowerbeds. If you use seeds they must be stratified. Cuttings are taken in late spring.
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Diseases and Pests: I’ve mentioned that Elms are subject to Dutch Elm Disease and fungal/
mold diseases such as Black Spot. I read that bonsai elms do not get Dutch Elm Disease as
the beetle that carries the disease prefers larger trees. However, they do get a viral disease
that damps off their phloem. Leaves on one branch will die as if hit by a blowtorch. This is how

I lost my Hokkaido; one branch at a time. Flowering Almonds, Japanese maples and Barberry
are also susceptible. This problem usually occurs during wet weather. If your tree becomes
pot bound or has poor drainage, it may develop root rot. Black Spot is also a disease that affects roses.
I’ve seen leaves that have insect eggs causing cankers on them. I use Orchard Spray monthly and start each year with a treatment of Bayer Systemic. If you do experience molds, then
Daconal or other easily available product will work. I like to use Orchard spray because its
both a fungicide and an insecticide. Application is recommended every 14 days during the
growing season. The Systemic provides protection even if the rain washes off your other
treatments, or during winter. Bugs and disease never rest.

Monthly Care
Now is the time to work on Pines, Spruce, and Juniper. They respond well to pruning, needle
pulling or cutting (check your species guide). Go ahead ad wire them also. The wire does not
get any colder than the ambient air and does not cause freeze damage. Remove old wire before it cuts in. Fertilize lightly with a balanced fertilizer because the tree will photozynthesize
above 32 degrees. The tree will be healthier and ready to go in spring. Check for insects as
for tropicals (see the next section). In CentralOhio zone 5, I usually put my trees down the first
weekend in December.
Prep your tropicals prior to bringing them in. Check for visible bugs. Remove surface leaves
and any weeds and check again. Bugs like to hide. Use a systemic for non-visible pests. You
can fertilize them through the winter. Inspect wire, remove anything that might cut in over the
winter. With proper care, many trees will start a growth spurt in December or January, especially Ficus. Bring them is according to your comfort level. Some species need to come in at
50 degrees, some set ups with overhaed leaf cover can go as low as 40. read about your tree
requirements to be sure. Jade and Portulacaria will mush up and die at 33 degrees, so err on
the side of caution until you know.
Temperate deciduous trees can stay on benches until they go dormant Fertilize lightly so
there are nutrient reserves for spring. Check wire. Dewire as needed, and if needed, put on
new wire that is not as tight. Do the bug check as for tropicals. In CentralOhio zone 5, I usually put my trees down the first weekend in December.
Semi Tropical/half hardy trees need to go dormant before bringing them in. Early low temperatures are usually not cold enough to cause damage. The trees need to be protected from the
extreme low temperatures of later winter. For a zone 6 plant that means protect it from the low
temperatures expected for a zone 5 or 4 environment. This is usually accomplished by a cold
frame, unheated garage or other structure that is only gets as cold as the expected low for the
zone indication for the plant. Since they are going dormant they do not need light or fertilizer.
They do need water to prevent the roots from drying out during winter storage. They should
be checked once a week and watered as needed. Since the temperature may go below freezing, pots should be of good quality and not have any locking characteristics such as vertical
bulges, an inward lip, and so on. If your pot has any of those items, consider slip potting the
tree prior to storage. While you are doing this do the bug check as for tropicals. In CentralOhio zone 5, put your trees down the first weekend in December, The same time you put down
you temperate species unless you have had a few hard frosts earlier – do it then.
It is important to get these things done prior to the onset of low or freezing temperatures for
the best health of the tree. That I why this is listed as an October care item. An early start is
much better than a late one.
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Found on the Web
US National Bonsai Exhibition Critique – Ten trees with Andrew Robson and Nao Tokutake.
https://bonsaitonight.com/2021/09/24/u-s-national-exhibition-critique/ Link is to pictures of
trees discussed on the Bonsai Wire Podcast https://
www.bonsaiwirepodcast.com/1276571/9248603
Short interviews at the 7th US National Bonsai Exhibition. The list of guests is at
https://bonsaitonight.com/2021/10/01/short-interviews-at-the-7th-us-national-bonsaiexhibition/ the recorded interviews are at https://
www.bonsaiwirepodcast.com/1276571/9294491-short-interviews-at-the-us-nationalexhibition
My Step-By-Step Guide to Growing Japanese Red Maple Trees From Seed
https://mikesbackyardnursery.com/2015/10/how-to-grow-japanese-red-maple-trees-fromseed/?subscriber=1
Read though to the end. He tends to ramble a bit at the beginning of his articles.

Coming Attractions
In November we have elections for Board Officers. We have openings for a 3 year Director,
Treasurer, Librarian, Tree curator (needs storage space for them), and refreshments (not
elected – volunteer). The Teasurer is a trained position by the current Treasurer.
The program will be a discussion on Winterization and Keeping Them Alive for Next Year
led by Ken Schoenfeld. This tends to be an Ask Me Anything session and other club members may offer their thoughts on it as well.

Bonsai Here and Beyond the Outerbelt
Currently, limits are off at Franklin Park Conservatory, so our schedule is back to meetings
at Franklin Park on the third Sunday at 2:00 for general meetings, and 10:00 for scheduled
workshops. Please stay tuned for new developments. Thanks for your understanding and
patience! Remember that Masks are required in Columbus.
There is no plan to Live Stream our in person meetings at this time.
October 16 Todd Schlafer will lead a BYOT Workshop, his request is evergreens or Pines
as this is a good time to work on them. Participants should bring 2 trees with a primary tree
selected. The second tree will be worked as time allows.
October 17 Guest Artist Todd Schlafer will perform a demo on the club Rocky Mountain Juniper. This tree may be raffled at a future date depending on tree health.
November 21 Club elections, and Winterization program – how to start next spring with a
healthy tree.
December 1 Last chance to renew at this year's rate of $25, December 2 the new rate of
$35 kicks in for individuals, $40 for families.
December TBD No Meeting, Holiday Dinner
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January 16
February 20
March 20
April 24 Note: this is the 4th Sunday.
May 15
May 27-30 2022 Brussels Bonsai Rendezvous and Memphis Bonsai Society coordination of
the next ABS Learning Seminars. Shuttles will run the entire weekend. This is still in the early
planning stages and information may change.
June 19
July 15 Show Setup 3:00 Tree drop off 6:00
July 16 Show at Franklin Park Conservatory 10:00am – 5:00pm
July 17 Show 10 – 5 and Tear down at 5:00pm
August 21
September 18
October 16
November 12-13 Pacific Bonsai Expo, Bridge Yard event space, Oakland, California

November 20 Officer Elections, and ?
December - TBD Club Dinner
Information in this newsletter is freely re-publishable. Bylines and Articles may be republished
with appropriate attribution to the authors and reciprocity with the newsletter or magazine issue.
Do you see some programming gaps? Do you have any suggestions about what to put
there? Do you have an artist yu would like to see or perhaps you want to lead a program..
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Membership Registration remember the displayed dues are only for
renewals prior to Dec 1.

Please fill out all information in the form. Including the address. If you want a club member to
give you a ride, pick up and deliver your tree to the show, or water your trees while you are on
vacation, we need your address to match you up with someone close by. The same goes for
people willing to provide these services. In any case we must have your correct email for you
to receive your newsletter. We get several people at the meetings each year wanting to know
why they don’t get the newsletter. Failure to provide a correct email is almost always the answer, and if you don't give us your phone or address, we can’t contact you to ask why its

bouncing back to us.
Payment can be made by check or cash at the meetings, PayPal Friends,
https://checkout.square.site/merchant/ML6JW712AJSGQ/checkout/
OA72ZJ5YTXJIFXUAXIUZOQHN or mailed to:
Columbus Bonsai Society
PO Box. 297741
Columbus, OH 43229
Electronic Payments with PayPal - Friends and Family made to ColumbusBonsai@gmail.com.
Please include your phone number! I got a new member with no email or phone number. And
we don’t do dead trees and ink.
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